IDEAL STATE/PROGRESS
Let’s talk about what you hoped to accomplish—or ideally would like to have accomplished—at this point, six months into the grant (use the Project Framework as a guide):

ACTUAL
What’s been the reality so far around Question #1? In what ways have you made intended progress or maybe even excelled? Where were you not able to make the progress you wanted to make?

DRIVERS
What has helped you make progress? What’s gotten in your way—either internally or externally? We’d appreciate hearing about a specific example or two of things that helped or hindered your work.

ADAPTATION
Given what you know now about what’s helping and what’s hindering your progress, how is this shaping your thinking about your work over the next six months (i.e., what might you want to stop or start doing? Do differently? Have questions about doing?)?

GOAL SETTING
What do you hope to accomplish over the next six months through the work you’re doing (use your project framework as a guide)? What will feel like success given your grant objectives and goals around improving mental health and/or reducing substance misuse?
1.
2.
3.
4.
(add more if needed)

SUCCESS INSIGHTS - own work
Given what you’ve done and learned so far, what do you think is critical/necessary to consider or do if you are going to have the most impact you possibly can on mental health and/or substance misuse through this grant?

SUCCESS INSIGHTS - Foundation
Given what you’ve done and learned so far, what do you think is critical/necessary for the Foundation to consider or do if Caring For Denver is going to make a meaningful impact on mental health and substance misuse through investments in this funding area?

FINAL THOUGHTS
Is there anything we haven’t asked about in these questions that you’d like to share or feel it is important for us to know?

FEEDBACK ON THIS CALL
So we can improve our own evaluation and learning work, we ask for your feedback around this conversation. What did you like? What could we do better? Has this type of call been useful for you?